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FROM 
THE 
NEWS 
Coeducation 
Applied   Psychology 
to].RO Deals With Jobless 
Rev. Elliot Speer 
Fortune" Facts 
Navy Cheers 
VOL. LXII    No.^V LEWISTON, MAINE, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 3, 1934 
^__JV/IS LENNARTSON -T" 
;i7.ine tells us that some 
of the 350,000 U. S. col- 
attend co-educational In- 
here, some maintain, they 
,:K1  maturity in a  normal 
P"".'.. Others    contend     that 
jtracted and dominated by 
-- the stimulus to leader- 
"f." wuorous   intellectual   life. 
.-"V ilarlon Park of Bryn Mawr 
say. 
colles*1   •' 
Debaters Have Extensive 
Plans for Approaching Season 
Perry and Jones in Radio Debate; 
International Debate With Oxford 
Segregation at the 
doesn't   hurt   a   bit.    It 
.opreciation of each other 
in  women who have no 
Stance     see their sex in control. The 
\nal and social pressure 
llectual   advantage   rather ll»ei! 
Is a" 
than a 
Johr    atelee, president of the Mass. 
: of Labor, is skilled in ap- 
„iif',l  i      hology.   Fearing   the  possi- 
l   ,v   ,. iriolence in the recent textile 
" ikr .sued the following state- 
,        ... workers of Mass. are too 
:   to   be    swayed    by   these 
: phase of England's experi- 
:   in dealing with the Jobless 
Into   operation   in    September. 
fa and  girls  from  14  to  16 
age are now eligible for un- 
employment   payments.  Previously  it 
n  only  to those  from  16  up- 
_, ring a large number of young 
DeuP:'. unprovided for on leaving 
EhJol until the 16 age was reached 
Xboge receiving aid will be compelled 
t,y |a» to attend government financed 
scluwN where vocational training will 
not 1„ uiven but instruction in wisely 
usiui; idle hours and general knack as 
"handy men." 
There   are   two   jagged   holes  in   a 
window  of  the  study  of  Mount  Her- 
mon-  late   headmaster,   Rev.   Elliott 
.'.:>. Through these passed the 
bullets that struck Headmaster Speer 
in the mi and breast and caused his 
death   Thus ended the career of the 
tic    and    capable   Princetonlan 
who in eight years greatly liberalized 
the Northfield   schools   and   success- 
fully carried a $3,000,000 fund-raising 
campaign   to   completion   despite   the 
depre,. ion. Elliott Speer had lost little 
of his  early   youth   religion   but  had 
become  well  adapted  to   the   men  of 
his generation. As yet, no trace of the 
.eapon 'ised. the motive, or the killer 
\ia&\ie<;u discovered. 
These are facts from "Fortune." 
AD inhabitant of the U. S. is mur- 
dered  every  forty-five   minutes.   Last 
year the L*. S. homicide rate was 10. < 
per II highest  in the  civilized 
worl■■: 04'a is 0.5. 
The nation's crime bill is estimated 
at $n.i'«i"i.iiuO,000 a year. 
- Hu.000    Americans    are    in 
prison, some 400.000 regularly engaged 
In criminal activities. 
During last  summer  400  Annapolis 
imen on a cruise made a visit 
to tin  Vatican. Pope  Pius II  made  a 
peecn and conferred  his  bless- 
Ing       all. Then Midshipman "Hank 
>I Leonia. X. J. jumped before 
me. waved his arms and cried: 
lit, boys let's have four N's, one 
N and three Holy Fathers. Make 
i' 
the Pope stared, there arose 
veil: 
N N N N 
A A A A 
V V V V 
Y Y Y Y 
Nay-vee! 
Holy Father! 
Holy Father! 
Holy Father! 
At least one coast-to-coast radio de- 
bate, a prospective international con- 
test, and a pending tour to Florida 
are listed in as ambitious a program 
as Bates Varsity debators have under- 
taken in several years. In addition to 
these special features, the schedule 
included the regular Eastern Intercol- 
legiate League debates and several 
contests of minor importance with 
other New England colleges. 
The  radio   debate,   in   which   Bates 
will meet Northeastern University for 
the  mythical  championship  of  United 
States,  will  be  broadcast  over  a na- 
tional   hook-up   arranged   by   the 
National Broadcasting Company. This 
will  be  the  second  time  in  as  many 
years that Bates has been selected to 
represent  the  East against  the West 
for national forensic honors. Last year 
the stellar team of Frank Murray, '34 
and   Theodore   Seaman,   '34   met   the 
University of Iowa for similar honors. 
The debate this year is set for Oc- 
tober   26,   from   4:15   to   5:00   P.   M. 
Eastern   Standard   time.   Prof.   C.   C. 
Cunningham, Secretary of the Western 
Conference,    will    be    the    chairman. 
Representing Bates will be K. Gordan 
Jonnes,  '35   and   Bond   M.  Perry,  '35, 
veterans   with  three  years  of  experi- 
ence.   The  controversy  will  be  waged 
over the  problem  of Federal  Aid  for 
Education, which is the national high 
school question. 
The  Bates  team   has  also  been  in- 
vited by the Farm Policy Association 
of America to meet the University of 
Iowa  over  national  airwaves  in   Jan- 
uary to discuss our farm trade policy. 
If the plans  for this debate material- 
ize. Bates  will represent the  Eastern 
industrialists,  while  Iowa  will   repre- 
sent the agriculturalist's point of view. 
The   international  debate  with   Ox- 
ford,   the   tour   to   Florida,   and   the 
Eastern   Intercollegiate  debates   com- 
plete the major dates of the forensic 
slate. 
The debate with Oxford University 
and the tour to Florida are not yet 
definitely settled. The clash with Ox- 
ford, which would be the third meet- 
ing of the two institutions, would 
occur in "Lewiston sometime this 
semester, while the Florida trip would 
take place during the winter months 
of the debating season. 
Although somewhat overshadowed 
by these national and intercollegiate 
contests, the Eastern Intercollegiate 
debates, which will open the latter 
part of November, assume prime im- 
portance as an objective of the years 
activities. The loss of Murray and 
Seaman will be greatly felt and reten- 
tion of the championship, which Bates 
has won four times in five years she 
has been a member of the league, is 
far from an accomplished fact. 
In preparation for these major de- 
bates, the Bates teams will clash with 
teams from Vermont, Middlebury, and 
Bowdoin in exhibition debates. Tic 
nrst of these debates will be he d 
when the Vermont men come here to 
Lewiston October 19 to meet a Bates 
team on the national high school ques- 
tion.   This  debate  will 
TH0RNCRAG SCENE 
OF OUTING CLUB 
FR0SH PARTY 
LOSS OF HAROLD       TRANSFER STUDENT 
GORDON '37 DEEPLY 
FELT ON CAMPUS 
Paralysis Claims Victims 
From Class of '36 
Eighty members of the Freshmen 
class ushered in the full program to 
be sponsored by the Bates Outing Club 
when they hiked to Thorncrag Cabin 
last Sunday afternoon. Members of 
the Junior Body and Directors acted 
as guides for the Freshmen. At the 
cabin refreshments were served. Fred 
Smyth '36 took moving pictures of 
the group when they had assembled 
on the plateau. 
Ruth Frye '86 and Randall Webber 
'36 had charge of the affair. They 
were    assisted    by    Fiances    Hayden, 
Elizabeth    Stevens.    Priscilla    Walker. 
Margaret  Melcher.  Elizabeth  MacDon- 
ald.    Harold    Bailey,    William    Metz. 
Carl  Milliken. George Morin, William 
Earles. and Sumiier Libby. 
Chaperones     were     Dr.    and     Mrs. 
Walter   Lawrence   and   Mr.   and   Mrs. 
Harry Rowe.   Invited guests were Dr. 
and    Mrs.   William    H.   Sawyer.   Jr., 
M.s.  Eva   Billings,  and  Dr. and  Mrs. 
Thomas. 
FRENCH GbV'T~ 
CONFERS HONOR ON 
PRESIDENT GRAY 
College  French  Depart- 
ment Receives Foreign 
Recognition 
be   conducted 
.  rises in  enrollment are  re- 
by nearly all the  nation's  eol- 
rhe average has reached nearly 
er last year.   Western colleges 
the   greatest   increases   with 
of   South   Dakota   taking 
by an 80% jump. University 
ma registered 11,738 against 
isl vear. 
of this Increase is attributed 
stimulus   of   government   aid 
KERA.   Many were promptea 
at anything else to do.   West- 
had   the   aid   of   higher   farm 
Pr;        Whatever the reasons, colleges 
are s rely on their way to the greatest 
!:      nent of all time. 
A Transcript writer reminds us that 
»t really didn't gain an hour last 
Sunday morning, however it seemed. 
Unless we were born since last May. 
that hour just cancelled the hour lost 
a that time. But whatever the facts 
ma>' be. that extra hour in bed dio 
seem pretty nice. 
,< hologists Achilles and Lekert of 
Columbia announce a small decrease in 
'he number of women who believe in 
NRA. 16,500 women were a^d- 
"From what you .have seen of the 
NRA in your neighborhood, do you 
"link it is a success?" It is interesting 
''' note that the replies did not change 
suddenly from "no" to "yes" or other; 
»ise but went into the "I don't know 
'■olumn first. In January the "yes re- 
Plies were 57%, 147o "no", and 29/o 
"Son't know". In September the "yes 
Proportion was 37%, "no" 19% ana 
"don't know" 44%. 
 o — 
, The Federal transient camp at Gray, 
Maine, has had a varied list of visitors, 
it includes hoboes, college graduates. 
Professional men,—and a Dillinger 
gangster. At present, Ben Hauser. 
camp director, discloses, there are 27 
college graduates and a famed New 
England physician.  Ninety per cent of 
according to the Oregon style Later 
mUie month a team from Middlebury 
will journey here to clash on the same 
question. Starting October 2b, tut 
women debaters will make a three 
days' trip on which they will meet the 
Middlebury  and  Vermont  women   de- 
baWitVthis busy schedule confronting 
him Pi of. Brooks Quin.by. debating 
.entor on Monday and Tuesday o 
his week held tryouts for "is varsity 
eams. On Friday of this *eek,«d 
dites for the Freshman squad will be 
riven a chance to prove their worth 
ThTpolicy   in   regards   to   Freshman 
debaters will compete for Positions on 
a   Freshman  squad   from  wlnchtte 
will be promoted if they show ability 
to do varsity work. 
o * 
Serious Living 
Stressed At 
First Chape 
Local Minister and Presi- 
dent Gray Address 
Student Body 
lege year £■**••   "J     own,   faculty 
entrance   '"^P  ^dignity  and  pres- 
gwaarsss 
ent body to all religious institutions 
fn the Twin Cities, Dr. Edward Bab- 
i nUtor of the United Baptist 
Church' of Auburn, stated that "man 
irtnrahlv religious animal needed 
£*1SS&» derived  through  wo, 
^illustrating    several    quotations 
bear   out   his   text 
International recognition was given 
to Bates College a few weeks ago 
when President Clifton D. Gray re- 
ceived official notice of his appoint- 
ment as member of the Knighthood 
of the Legion of Honor of France. This 
decoration, officially sanctioned by 
the President of France, is presented 
by the French government twice a 
year to a selected group. 
President Gray was made a Knight 
because of the welcome and honorary 
degree extended to Ambassador Paul 
Claudel several years ago at Bates and 
for the excellence of the French de- 
partment of the college which is 
known in France. 
A formal presentation of the insignia 
of the order will take place later in 
the year. This ceremony will be pre- 
sided over by either the French Am- 
bassador at Washington or the head of 
the Council General at New York. 
It is mainly through the work of Dr. 
Raoul Lafond of Lewiston that this 
recognition has come to Dr. Gray. Dr. 
Lafond is President of the Comite 
France-Amerique of Maine. This 
national organization was founded for 
the purpose of creating a better under- 
standing between France and the 
United States. President Gray himself 
is a member of the association as also 
are the members of the French depart- 
ment. Madame Gilbert, Mr hew.id 
and Mr. Bertocci. During the winter 
season the society holds a group of 
lectures and courses by noted mem- 
bers of the political and educational 
worlds.   
  o —  
Mingled with the prevalent happy 
feeling of reunion of college friends, 
there is felt this year an unusual sense 
of sorrow caused by the loss from our 
circle of three well liked and active 
men. 
Harold Gordon '37. from Lynn, 
Mass., died very suddenly this sum- 
mer of meningitis. Many of the upper 
classmen will remember his brother, 
Max. who graduated in 1932, and the 
whole school recalls his splendid work 
in freshman football and hockey. His 
passing is felt particularly in the class 
of '37 in which he had made many 
friends, who liked him as a man as 
well as recognized his athletic and 
scholastic  ability. 
Dramatics on campus this year will 
miss particularly Allen  Ring '36 who 
played  hi  spart so well  in  "Alice-Sit- 
by-the-Ftre"     presented     last     spring. 
He  contracted  infantile  paralysis 
while attending a camp near Portland, 
Maine,  and  from  there  was  taken  to 
the   Margaret   Pillsbury   Hospital   in 
Concord, N. H., his home.   At present 
he    is    recuperating    at    the   county 
branch  of the  New  York  City  Ortho- 
pedic Hospital at White Plains, N. Y. 
Another  victim of  infantile paraly- 
sis is John Crockett '36 of  Lewiston. 
who is very sick at the present time. 
Dining  his  two  years  in  college,  he 
has demonstrated  his ability  in track 
and  cross  country  as  well  as  in  de- 
bate,   and   won   for   himself   a   large 
group   of   friends.    The   sympathy   of 
the  whole  student  body  goes  out   to 
these  two  men  who  are suffering  so 
much,  and  everyone  hopes  that  they 
may    fare    well   against    this   dread 
disease. 
In connection with this It is of in- 
terest to note an article appearing in 
the "Lewiston Journal" in July to the 
effect that Dr. Josephine B. Neal. 
Bales '10 and a graduate of Cornell 
Medical College, submitted to an ex- 
perimental innoculation of a new 
polio vaccine in the early summer. 
She and several other doctors of the 
New York City Research Laboratory 
who also were innoculated. suffered 
no ill effects. It is expected that this 
new vaccine will help greatly in the 
battle against infantile paralysis. 
- o — 
FROM GERMANY IS 
ENTERED AT BATES 
Fraulein Kerkhof In 
First Visit To 
America 
FIGHTING BOBCATS TO 
FACE HARVARD SATURDAY 
Rally Thursday For 
Harvard Game 
Neither fear, nor wish for, your last 
day.—Martial.  
Once again the Bates campus is 
graced with the presence of a transfer 
student from Germany. This year she 
is Fraulein Hildegarde Kerkhof from 
Berlin who has just made her first 
trip to the United States. From what 
little she has seen of it. she is sure 
she is going to enjoy every moment 
of her year of study here she told the 
"Student." 
In Berlin she attended the Fuerstm 
Bismark Schule. a sort of preparatory 
school and has spent two years at the 
University of Berlin. She is now a 
junior and her special field of interest 
is medicine. She is taking a pre-medi- 
cal course at Bates. She finds that our 
plan of study is different from that 
in German University. There the as- 
piring medical student starts right in 
at the beginning of his course with 
Anatomy and similar subjects, instead 
of taking the preliminary Biology. 
Chemistry,    and    Physics,    necessary 
here. 
One of her main purposes is to 
learn the English language and to dis- 
cover as much as she can about Ameri- 
can customs and culture. For subject* 
she is taking: American History—to 
understand the development of our 
country; Knglish Composition— for 
practice in grammar; Physics: 1 sy- 
chologv; and Faust. Her reasons for 
taking the latter are to see how our 
American professor treats Goethe s 
masterpiece, to compare this treat- 
ment with that in her native land, and 
to see if the American college student 
likes  and  appreciates "Faust". 
She plans on going back to Germany 
to complete her studies next year, for 
she savs that if a girl spends two 
years iii the United States she is apt 
to become Americanized in her think- 
ing and actions. 
Miss Kerkhof was very much im- 
pressed with New York City and found 
everyone very kind and helpful. She 
likes living in Rand Hall because the 
girls have treated her in such a 
friendly manner. 
In comparing her former college 
with this she says that only the Doc- 
tor's degree is conferred there, no 
A B.'s or M.A.'s being given. A stu- 
dent must be responsible enough to 
attend classes for himself; there is no 
cut system. ^-=== 
A giant torch-light parade and rally 
will be held on the eve of the depar- 
ture of the Fighting Bobcats for the 
Harvard game. 
Many upperclassmen will remember 
the great rally previous to the 'Vale 
game which was held at the railroad 
station. Owing to the late departure 
of the team, the rally this year w 11 be- 
held on the steps of Hathorn Hall, the 
scene of many stirring rallys. Partly 
because of Bates memorable conquest 
of Yale and partly because of the su- 
perb team which Coach Dave Morey 
has again placed on the field, much 
enthusiasm has been evinced over the 
prospect of the greatest rally in the 
history of Bates College. 
The band will assemble in the rear 
of Parker Hall, and leading the as- 
sembled Parkerites, will parade past 
the girls' houses on College and Frye. 
Streets, doubling back to gain the 
support of the residents of Milliken 
and Wittier. 
The parade will then proceed down 
Campus Avenue and up Bardwell 
Street where it will be further en- 
larged by the male members of the 
second largest Freshman class to ever 
enter Bates. 
The whole assemblage will then pa- 
rade around the campus guided by 
dazzling lighting effects in the form 
of red flares. 
This monstrous trek in honor of the 
courageous Moreymen will come to a 
halt at the steps of Hathorn Hall 
where Walter Gay and "Genial Joy" 
Dow will hoist toasts to the Garnet 
Horde. 
The chief speakers will be the three 
senior captains of the football team: 
•Hover" Lindholm. Stone, and Fuller. 
Two members of the Student Council 
will extend the best wishes of the 
Student Body to the players. 
The singing of the Alma Mater will 
be the final note of this rousing send- 
off, stirring in the minds grouped 
about Hathorn steps the memory of 
the glorious combat of two seasons 
ago and reminding them of the greater 
victory to be brought home by the 
Bates College football team. 
 o  '  
Coach Morey Has 
Strong Eleven For 
Second Bates Game 
Green Material In 
Harvard Team 
This Year 
Activity Marks Freshman Week As 
Ninth Annual ProgrMnjs Carried Out 
Frosh Entertained by Many Campus 
Groups; Coaches and Leaders Explain 
Organizations 
Y.M.-Y. W.WILL 
GUIDE FRESHMEN 
ON STANT0N RIDE 
Special   Cars  To   Leave 
Campus Saturday 
Noon 
OUTING CLUB PLANS 
SEVERAL MOUNTAIN 
CLIMBS THIS FALL 
Girls Will Hike Up Mt. 
Washington On 
Sunday 
New faces, new voices, much bag- 
gage, and another horde of freshmen 
del-ends on campus.   All day Monday descen 
they    arrived. and    answered 
1 
tor 
The open-house party at Thonicrag 
.„r the Freshmen last Sunday put into 
action the full program of the Bates 
Outing Club this Fall. At a meeting 
of the Board of Directors, held several 
days before the opening of school, five 
trips were definitely planned, and 
others   will  be  announced  from  time 
t0On"October 6th and 7th Prof. Lena 
Walmsley and Frances Hayden, so. 
Director of Trips for the women will 
lead a group of girls up Mount Wasti- 
ington. This will be an overnight 
affair. On these same two days a 
group of men arranged by ««"« 
Gay '35. will make an overnight nine 
to Carter Dome in New Hampshire^ A 
similar trip to Carter Dome and over 
the Wildcat Range undertaken last 
spring was acclaimed the best one of 
'"I 'Third mountain hike to Mount 
Tumbledown, is to be trtenon Oc 
tober 14th: as last year tt will be c^ 
educational. This hike v 0uting 
Tumbledown has been on theUu»n£ 
Club schedule tor ««-> ^g ££ 
co-educatonal climb  ana       ^^^ 
£ ^T he fall and one that will also 
climb *»«»»■ has been planned be   coeducational   "»_   _  iho  ,ath 
Babcock   re- 
Con<inu« J <>■ P»«» 2  
serts   The transients are allowed $1 a 
week and  are  dismissed on  improper 
behavior" The Gray camp members are 
r-"Ki n n i i . INHIBIT y^* >-*"■- —   utl'" nnnotructine a series of nsn 
those coming into the camp with cour-   engaged_ in constructing a 
|.age  broken   from   endless   "back-door   nat^"es', 400 000 men are living; in 
T nrinher 21st or the 28th. 
StfSS-SK trip for the girls 
™,1 not definitely scheduled has 
been Planned for either October 7tfc or 
a week from that Sunday on October 
14th. 
Additional notices will be found on 
the bulletin board concerning these 
trips. Those wishing to go should 
make their intentions known to 
Frances Hayden, '35 or Walter Gay. 
35, Directors of Trips for the men and 
women. 
asked 
«,uestio"ns"and  were  sent to  their re- 
spective dorms to unpack and  to get 
acquainted.    The   Y   tent   on   campus 
was crowded  with students, inquiring 
freshmen and superior upperclassmen 
who were attempting to sell anything 
from   chapel    seats   to   second   hand 
books.     Seven-thirty     Monday    night 
found  the  frosh crowding  into  Chase 
Hill    for    their    first    meeting.     Mr. 
Rowe,  as   presiding   officer,   gave   the 
first official welcome.   Mr. Crafts then 
acquainted the new arrivals with the 
Hates songs -the freshmen singing the 
words,   the   upperclassmen   humming 
the  tune  and  mumbling  a  phrase  or 
two now and  then.   Milton Lindholm 
president    of    Student    Council,    and 
Catherine  Condon,  president of  btud- 
ent Government, next greeted the new 
students  in  behalf of  their  organiza- 
tions.    More  songs  followed  and   Mr. 
Crafts urged all who had musical abil- 
ity  as well as appreciation, to try out 
for' the various organizations on cam- 
mis     President   Gray   added   his  wel- 
come to the incoming class,  followed 
hv   Professor   Robinson   who   gave   a 
resume of Bates traditions. 
Tuesday morning the first freshman 
chapel service was held, conducted by 
Dr    Zerby.    An   assembly   of   men   in 
Chase    Hall   addressed   by   President 
Gray   and  an  assembly of  women  in 
the   Little  TTieater  with   Dean   Clark 
as  speaker,   was  followed  by  a  joint 
meeting of both men and women. Reg- 
istration was then in order and took 
the remainder of the morning.   Cam- 
pus  put on a  more serious aspect as 
freshmen gathered in Roger Williams 
to register or hurried over to the book 
store to purchase a college education, 
identification   photographs   were 
snapped.     Library     conferences    and 
phvsical efficiency tests completed the 
afternoon's    events.     Tuesday     night 
segregated groups of men and women 
enjoyed a few hours of entertainment. 
The    Fireside    Frolic    for   Freshmen 
Women   was   held    In   the   Women's 
Locker  Building  under  the  direction 
of Ruth  Rowe.   There  was a  roaring 
fire in the fireplace while all gathered 
around to hear Mrs. Gray's greeting 
to  the   women  of   1938.  and  Frances 
Haydens   welcome   on  behalf   of   the 
Y   was followed by games, songs and 
cider    The  men  were  entertained   in 
a similar manner by the Varsity Club 
in Chase  Hall.   This informal  gather- 
ing  was  presided  over  by  the  presi- 
dent   of  the  club.  Walter   Gay.    Pro- 
fessor Cutts. Coach Spinks. and Coach 
Thompson were introduced and spoke 
on  the  various  athletic  activities  of- 
fered   by   Bates   and   how   freshmen 
could   participate   in   them.    John 
Dority. president' of the 4-A Players, 
then gave a short talk to the class. 
Professor Robinson, coach of drama- 
tics, was introduced. Next came de- 
bating presented by Gordon Jones, 
followed by Charles Pendleton. who 
acquainted the incoming class with 
the Y M. C. A. and its function on 
campus. Dr. Sawyer outlined the pur- 
poses and program of the Outing 
Club, largest organization In Bates 
College and introduced its president, 
Samuel Fuller. At the close of these 
speeches, the men were served dough- 
nuts and cider. Thus 1938 enthusias- 
tically received a perspective of cam- 
pus   activities,   and   an   invitation   to 
enter any or all. 
Wednesday morning psychological 
examinations determined how little 
one really knows. At separate assem- 
blies of men and women the topics of 
student health and the infirmary along 
with helpful suggestions on how to 
study    were    discussed.     Slowly 
traditional greenness of frosh was be- 
ing polished off. Wednesday night 
found junior girls rushing off to 
gather together their freshmen sisters 
whom they probably hadn't written to 
all summer, and escorting them to the 
annual I Am You Are Party in the 
gym. Sumner Libbey presided over 
the first part of the program and in- 
troduced Milton Lindholm. president 
of Y M. C A., and Frances Hayden. 
president of Y. W. C. A. Nan Wells 
also added a few words of welcome. 
Cards were then passed out and ev- 
eryone rushed frantically around to 
get as many signatures as possible, 
as many times as possible. Nobody 
remembered anybody else but every- 
one had a good time. So keen were 
some autograph hunters that they 
even refrained from eating ice cream, 
counting such time as lost. 
Thursday afternoon, while the last 
minute arrivals in the upper classes 
were hastening to register so as not 
to lose any cuts, the freshmen were 
learning their status in the life of the 
campus. The Outing Club entertained 
in the afternoon with pictures of past 
mountain climbs, fishing trips and 
their drawbacks, and the glory of 
King Winter. Mr. Rowe presented 
Samuel Fuller who explained the Out- 
ing Club and its program through the 
year. The women of the class were 
then conducted on a tour through 
Sportland with stop-offs at Tennis 
Town. Archery Heights, Hockey 
Haven and Riders' Ridge. The climax 
of the tour was the wedding of "Netty 
Tennis" in the locker building, ar- 
ranged by Louise Geer. Dorothy 
Wheeler, vice-president of W. A. A.. 
introduced the board. Cider and 
doughnuts were fed to the hungry 
tourists who then departed for home. 
Saturday   night—Alumni   Gym, 
Leaving campus Saturday noon. Oc- 
tober 6th, the Freshman class will 
start on the annual Stanton Ride. As 
is the usual custom the group, under 
the direction of the Y. M. C. A. and 
the Y. W. C. A., will go to the Auburn 
Hatchery and then hike back to the 
cider mill after the picnic lunch and a 
period of games. 
Special trolley cars are to leave 
from in front of the Chapel at twelve 
noon. This year there will be no 
charge for the trip. Upperclassmen 
are to be excluded except in the case 
of transfer students. 
Mr. Harrison, new boys' director al 
the Auburn Y. will have charge of the 
games this year and will be assisted 
by members of the Bates Club. 
Chaperoning the Ride are Prof. 
Rayborn Zerby. Prof, and Mrs. Fred 
Mabee. Mr. and Mrs. Harry Rowe. 
Guests for the occasion are President 
and Mrs. Clifton D. Gray, Miss Louise 
Hayden, Mrs. Eva Billings, Dr. and 
Mrs. Thomas, and Prof, and Mrs. 
George Chase. 
Sumner Libby is in charge of the 
committee that has planned for this 
annual ride. His assistants are Arthur 
Duffett, Randall Webber, Harold 
Bailey, Stowell Ware, William Hamil- 
ton. Lawrence Floyd, Ernest Bussell, 
Lawrence Butler, Frances Hayden, 
Florence Wells, Stella Clemants. 
Elizabeth White, and Dorothy Ran- 
dolph. 
■ o  
Coach Dave Morey will once again 
had his scrappy Bates warriors into 
the hunting grounds of Old John Har- 
vard this Saturday at Cambridge. The 
Bates team, which gained nation-wide 
recognition after its scoreless tie with 
Yale at the Yale Bowl two years ago. 
is viewed with not a little uneasiness 
by Harvard fans. Although only half 
the size of the large universities for 
which it serves as an opening oppo- 
nent. Bates is highly regarded in the 
football world. Dave Morey has been 
known to work wonders with small 
college teams and when Morey- 
inspired men are in there anything 
might happen. 
On paper the current edition of the 
Morev eleven is as powerful as any 
ever was. Harvard is considerably 
weaker this year having a lot of 
green material, and the score will un- 
doubtedly be too close to give Harvard 
any comfort until the last whistle is 
blown. 
The veteran line is great defen- 
sively, while offensively it packs 
plenty of drive. Hill Stone. 250 pound 
tackle from Marblehead. Mass.. :: last 
year all-state man. will turn in as 
great a game as will be seen in the 
stadium this year at right tackle. Wes 
Stoddard. the 175 pound product of 
Ablngton High, is being developed re- 
markably at the other tackle. Fuller 
at right guard. Lindholm at center, 
and Taylor at left guard are three 
players who are all that can be de- 
sired, clever, powerful, and great com- 
petitors. George Mendall. rugged left 
end. and Don Gautier are two fine 
wingmen. Charlie Pendleton. Al Car- 
lin. Krnest Robinson, Joe Biernacki. 
Chick Toomey and Mike Drobosky are 
capable  reserves. 
The backfleld, however, lacks experi- 
ence but has fine possibilities. Ted 
Wellman. well remembered at the 
stadium for his terrific drives in last 
year's game, is a fine back, offensively 
and defensively. In Charlie Paige, he 
has a fine running mate who also has 
a great deal of natural ability as a 
back. The figure of Merle McCluskey, 
175 pound fullback from Houlton. 
backing up the line is reminiscent of 
the days when his brother Ray 
pounded his way to fame in the same 
position. Merle Shapes up as as great 
a fullback as Ray. 
At quarterback is Frank Manning, 
former Huntington School tackle, who 
saw some service as fullback on last 
year's team. Standing 6 feet 2 and 
weighing 192 Frank is something un- 
usual in quarterbacks. He has been 
developing rapidly and handles the 
team well. Chick Valicenti has con- 
siderable experience at the signal call- 
ing berth and can get a great deal out 
of the team. Ed Curtin has also de- 
veloped into a very capable quarter- 
back. Royce Purinton has a great deal 
of speed and Is a consistent ground 
gainer. Harry Keller, speed merchant, 
looks like a "natural." a fine back in 
the making, while Joe Pignone is a 
powerful fullback. With more experi- 
ence the backfleld should click effec- 
tively and rate on a par with that 
of any school its size. 
Last year Harvard overwhelmed 
Bates, 33—0, with an aerial attack 
while they were held almost even on 
the ground. The fact that Harvard 
launched their surprise passing attack 
so early in the game shows how highly 
the Bates team was regarded. If they 
can make no appreciable beadway 
through the line Harvard may again 
take to the air, where they hold a 
great advantage, to insure a victory. 
Whatever the outcome Harvard can 
be sure of one very busy afternoon 
playing with a Morey team showing 
just how large a factor a fighting 
spirit is in a football game. 
o  
Many Alumni Marry 
During Past Vacation 
Physical Instructor To 
Wed Chem. Assistant 
STUDENT STAFF 
EETS TODAY 
Judging from the number of mar- 
riages which took place this summer 
among former Bates eds and co-eds, 
Cupid must have been working over- 
time. The Alumni Office has received 
announcements of the following: John 
Curtis, '33 and Evelyn Rolfe, '33; Clin- 
ton Osborne. "33 and Catherine 
Nichols. '30; Elizabeth Taylor. '32 and 
Herbert Hoyt. '31; Howard Millett, '34 
and Margaret Hulburt, '36; Howard 
Paige, '32 and Geraldine Maloon, '32; 
Herbert Towne, '30 and Gwendolyn 
Spear, '34; Ernest Holt '31 and Jean 
Scott (former college nurse): Ona 
Leadbetter, '30 and Lorlng Blanchard, 
•30;   Dorothy  Piggery,  '33   and  Law- 
There will be a meeting of the STU- 
DENT Staff in Room 1, Hathorn Hall 
this afternoon at one o'clock. Fresh- 
men and upperclassmen who are not 
already on the Staff, but who would 
like to become members are asked to 
be present at this meeting. There will 
be an opportunity to try out for the 
various  departments.   
bright lights, smooth music, and on 
with the dance. The class of '38 was 
passing the last inspection before the 
college once again settled down to the 
routine of the year. Three cheers for 
Dick Tuttle and his cohorts, a new- 
deal in Bobcats. And so, as the last 
strains   faded   away,   freshmen   week 
rence Higgins; Dwight Gordon, '34 
and Marion Rose: Richard Tuthill, '33 
and Sylvia Bickford; Lucille Adams, 
'31 and Gray Coane; Aublgne Cushlng, 
'32 and Hugh Smith; Carl Barnes, '30 
and Ruth Grover; Gene Ashton, '34 
and Hildred Peck. 
The wedding of Russell Jellison, '33 
and Beatrice Neilsen, '33 will take 
place Sunday, October 7 in the Bates 
Chapel. While in college Jellison was 
cross-country Captain his senior year 
and was one of the best track men to 
represent Bates, being New England 
two-mile champion in '33. Miss Neilsen 
was president of the Woman's Politlc's 
Club and a member of the Student 
Government Board. 
The engagement of Miss Mildred 
Fisher, assistant in the department of 
physical education, to Kenneth Green, 
"29. assistant in the chemistry labora^ became a thing of the past.  Freshmen . - 
are no longer a curiosity, but merely   tory,  has  been   announced.   The  date 
freshmen. | for the marriage has not yet been set. 
I 
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First Chapel Address, given by President  Clifton  D.  Gray 
of Bates College on Thursday morning, September 27 
THE other day I spent an hoar on the bridge of one of the 
largest and swiftest ocean liners on the Atlantic while the first 
officer in charge of navigation explained to me the numerous 
devices which enabled him to determine with relative exactness 
the position of the ship even after hours of densest fog. The one 
which interested me most was the device whereby the timing of the 
echo of a sound wave sent to the bottom of the sea disclosed the 
depth of the water. If it was 5.000 meters, the ship was approaching 
the submerged plateau of the Grand Banks off Newfoundland; if it 
indicated 100 meters, the captain knew that he was directly over 
them; if it was 3,000 meters, the ship had left them behind. .Among 
the several charts was one indicating the several radio direction 
finders on the British and French coasts which enables the ship to 
find its course to Cherbourg or Southampton with unerring accuracy 
regardless of fog. As I -;>id good-bye to the first officer that after- 
noon, I said: "When do you think we shall pick up Xantucket 
Lightship?" "About six-thirty tomorrow morning." was his reply. 
The next morning I was out on deck and precisely at 6:20 we passed 
the Lightship. 
This is what science does for those who "go down to the sea in 
Ships." But many an individual goes through life without chart or 
compass, with no means of knowing where he is or whither he is 
going. As one looks out upon the world today, whether in Europe 
or in America, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that states and 
nations are in much the same situation. L'nlike an Atlantic liner in 
the fog, they cannot determine with any degree of exactness their 
position nor do they know whither the social drift is taking them. 
After being battered about for five years under sunless skies and with 
the industrial barometer continually falling, there seems to be noth- 
ing but uncertainty. Western civilization is on an uncharted sea. It 
is obvious that we cannot turn the ship around and make our way 
back to the safe and apparently secure breakwaters of yesterday. 
Elemental forces are driving us onward, but whither? Xo one realiy 
knows, not even Mr. Roosevelt. Xo one can tell what tomorrow will 
bring forth, whether sunshine and iairer skies or continued gales 
leading to shipwreck on some desolate and rock-bound coast. This is 
not a philosophy of pessimism, but rather one of realism. We must 
not be afraid to look facts in the face. 
This, then, is the contemporary scene in the midst of which we 
along with hundreds of American colleges and universities find our- 
selves at the opening of this academic year. Such a situation can 
hardly fail to have a sobering effect upon our minds with a conse- 
quent influence upon our attitudes and co-operative efforts during 
the next nine months. Sacrifice is no new thing for many, perhaps 
the majority, of the parents who send their sons and daughters to 
Hates. But there will be more of this during the present college year 
than ever before, and in addition there are the investments made by 
the college itself in the form of loans and scholarships as well as the 
assistance from the Federal Emergency Relief Administration. Most 
of us are here this morning because one or all of these agencies have 
been at work and this puts us all under unusual obligations to our 
parents, our college and our government to go about our tasks witli 
seriousness of purpose and with an unusual degree of conscientious- 
ness. While we shall have our times of play and relaxation, we shall 
never allow ourselves to forget that the main, if not the sole, purpose 
of our spending four years in college is to get ready for playing our 
part in this new and unknown world of tomorrow. 
To play our part well we must ever keep in mind two objectives: 
We must aim at seeing clearly and acting nobly. 
Seeing clearly is nothing more nor less than straight thinking. 
This is after all the primary purpose of your college studies. Whether 
you major in science or in literature or in philosophy, the goal is the 
same. Whether most of your time is spent in the laboratory or in the 
library, there is but one supremely important end in view. You must 
learn how to find the facts. Factual knowledge is the basis and the 
sole basis of all sound thinking. But equally necessary is the right 
use of the facts after they have once been secured. 
Never before in the history of civilization has clear, straight 
thinking been more needed than it is today. There has always been 
wishful thinking, and it may be seen on every hand. Since the Great 
\\ ar the art of propaganda has developed by leaps and bounds. 
Germany is the first great nation to have made it a definite part of 
government and our German friends are frank enough to call this 
new function by a name that to us Anglo-Saxons seems paradoxical 
—the Ministry of People's Enlightenment and Propaganda. Our 
national government has no such ministry, but nevertheless it would 
be extraordinarily naive to assume that the government at Washing- 
ton, whether Democratic or Republican, failed to take advantage of 
every opportunity to mould a public opinion favorable to its policies. 
Precisely the same thing is true of scores, if not hundreds, of other 
interests. In short, it is more difficult than ever before to think 
clearly about the thousand and one problems that beset us on every 
hand. In this welter of conflicting and confusing opinions we must 
be ever on our guard by constantly asking ourselves: What are the 
facts? On the basis of such and such facts do these conclusions 
inevitably follow? To be able to do this is to think straight, to see 
clearly. 
The world today, as always, heeds noble living quite as much as 
straight thinking. Noble living is nothing more nor less than un- 
sellish living. Most of the trophies that afflict our contemporary 
civilization are due to unnoble living. They arise not so much from 
rugged individualism as from rotten individualism. In recent months 
we have been hearing much about the Xew Deal, about regimenta- 
tion, about planned economy. Perhaps these new concepts of govern- 
ment and industry are desirable: it may be that they are inevitable. 
But whether or not they are desirable and perhaps inevitable, it is 
certain that we shall find ourselves in the same sorry mess we are 
now in unless those who carry through these measures—from those 
at the head in Washington down to the last village in the country— 
are persons incorruptible in character and fundamentally unselfish in 
purpose. In other words, we need a New Deal in human nature, a 
revival in old-fashioned standards of honesty, responsibility and 
fidelity to public and private trust even more than we need a Xew 
Deal in economics or industry. 
FRESHMEX. you have been 
welcomed so much in the past 
week that you must be rather 
weary of the whole thing. You 
have been introduced to so many 
new persons and situations that 
your response to stimuli must be 
getting a bit dulled. We can agree 
that it would be much better if 
people would stop reminding you 
of the fact that you are only 
Freshmen and let you get at some 
actual work. 
Before you get too far along on 
your 'higher education' you ought 
to know of a certain librarian in 
one of Maine's smaller towns. The 
dear lady was attending a seminar 
group of librarians. Upon being 
risked what she did with novels 
which she felt unfit to go on the 
stacks, she said. "I take the ones 
that aren't just right to my own 
home and people who want to 
read them can come and get them 
there!" 
You may also know the story 
of how the ostrich hid himself 
from danger by sticking his head 
in the sand. The two problems 
were solved in something of the 
same manner. Undoubtedly the 
security achieved in both cases 
was about equal. 
 o  
CRUSADING AGAIN? 
RECENTLY we saw that a 
new convent had been dedi- 
cated for an order of nuns. 
The members of this order were 
bound to rule which forbade them 
from uttering a word in conversa- 
tion. Little did we realize that a 
subsidiary of that group has been 
established here in our own little 
back yard. Of course this group 
has not as yet 'taken the veil'. 
One could hardly expect that at 
a socialistic institution. But they 
have made a worthy beginning. 
At present they are not allowed to 
speak to men. Perhaps in a few- 
years more we will have the wom- 
en's side of our campus so self- 
contained that, not only Fresh- 
men women but the upperclasses 
as well will refuse to speak to a 
man. 
< Ine of  the  advantages  of  the 
present ruling, I suppose, is that 
it gives the girl a chance to size 
up the man while she says 'nary a 
word.' But the gain is hardly 
significant enough as to offset the 
loss of the prerogative which has 
been woman's since time began. 
The arrangement at present 
must be rather awkward. Surely 
the girls could be permitted to 
ask the time of day or to make the 
simple statement that "I saw your 
father this morning." But then 
again the girls may like it . . . 
for a change. 
 o  
There is no greater lack of un- 
derstanding than that which sur- 
rounds the death of someone 
whose youth and good sportsman- 
ship we have come to admire. 
Those who knew Harold Gordon. 
'37, will remember him for those 
very qualities. The sudden pass- 
ing of one who had been so active 
in our midst is a blow to all of us. 
Harry had rapidly been making 
and filling a place for himself on 
campus. We can say little about 
his loss except to add our note of 
respect and hope that his family 
have already begun to feel the 
healing action of time upon their 
sorrow. 
Our hope for recovery goes, 
also, to Jack Crockett and Al 
Ring, both of '36, who are now- 
putting up a game tight against 
infantile paralysis. 
  o  
Serious Living Stressed 
At First Chapel 
Continued from Page 1 
minded his audience that "nothing in- 
fluences life so much as another life;" 
that while "man may live life as either 
a I act or value, values are not to be 
bought but taught by the enthusiasm 
of other souls—especially enthusiasm 
of souls for a great cause; for wo 
build our lives in exact proportion to 
our attachment to a great cause. 
.Moreover, coupling this truth with a 
desire to live with an eternal signifi- 
cance rather than living merely of the 
hand—thinking only of the daily 
task—then truly shall we bequeath 
great and powerful interests unto 
posterity." 
The first official address of Presi- 
dent Gray to his student body con- 
tained the challenge of the present to 
straight thinking. Summarizing in his 
Concluding remarks the essence of that 
challenge relative to college men and 
women Dr. Gray said: "A college cam- 
pua is a microcosm of the bigger 
world without. Xo day passes that 
does not furnish ample opportunities 
for noble and unselfish action." 
MRCOLLECME 
NEWS 
' By ROSIE M. GALLINAKI 
Now welcome back, and health, they 
said. 
After so many months apart 
We thought that half of us were dead 
And half in wheel-chairs or deranged. 
Sit down. We all have lots to tell; 
It warms the cockles of our heart 
To see  how little you  have changed. 
—Apologies to Robert Hillyer. 
And thus another college year 
opens. Driving up, we noticed that 
youth had acquired a more definite 
aim in the past few months. The hitch 
hikers at the intersections this week 
were all thumbing their way toward 
Bates instead of going in any one of 
the four principal directions. 
Speaking of driving recalls an inci- 
dent about the traffic cop who 
stopped a co-ed, '38 and said. "Now, 
miss, what gear were you in at the 
time of the accident?" Replied the 
co-ed, "Oh, I had on a green knitted 
suit  and   brown  accessories." 
You, freshmen, be Bo Sycoutish and 
prepared to be the butt of all jokes 
for, you understand, we are old stuff 
and you are new material. 
In the freshman's room we heard, 
"Why did you tear the back part out 
of that new book?" "Excuse me. 
roomie," replied the doctor's son, 
"the part of which you speak was 
labelled 'Appendix' and so I took it 
out according to my father's custom." 
A  collet ge campus is a microcosm of the bigger world without. 
Xo day (Kisses that does not furnish ample opportunities for noble 
and unselfish action. Not all of us can be honor students in the 
academic sense, but every one of us can be student- .f honor in the 
sense of exemplifying daily in our relations with our fellows on the 
campus and in the classroom those fundamental principles of noble 
and unselfish living without which human society would become 
once more a jungle, if not a shambles. 
These, then, in broad outline are the objectives upon which we 
will do well to concentrate in the months ahead. In no better way can 
we get ready for meeting effectively the pressing problems of the 
unknown tomorrow. To see clearly and to act nobly are inseparable. 
Like the Siamese twins, one may not be separated from the other 
without mortal injury to both. Let us. then, with one accord and one 
mind resolve to reach out toward these goal:-. Xeither of them is 
unattainable. In this way we shall do most for ourselves, for our 
friends and loved ones by whose sacrifice and interest we .are here. 
f^ir our college and for our nation. 
A freshman class in astronomy con- 
tributes this. "Now, boys, tell me signs 
of I he zodiac.   You first Thomas." 
"Tatiruse the Bull." 
"Right. Another one, Harold." 
"Cancer the Crab." 
"Right again, and now it is your 
turn, Sam." 
The I'rosh looked puzzled, hesitated, 
and blurted out: "Mickey the Mouse." 
The freshman co-ed to her senior 
Bister, "I've heard a great deal about 
you." Replied the sophisticated senior 
benignly, "Possibly, but you can't 
prove it." 
Outing Club Helps Blaze 
2,000 Mile Appalachian 
Georgia-K a t a h d i n TraJ 
Dr. Sawyer, Fuller, Bailey and Aidrich 
Explore Wild Maine Woods 
And there is the professor who says 
he finds five different kinds of dumb- 
ness in this world. It seems incredible 
that a prominent man like that should 
have met so few people. 
I'a rents used to worry about daugh- 
ter's matrimonial chances. N'ow they 
send her to a coeducational college 
and she takes her own chances. Ac- 
cording to all reports. Bates is cer- 
liiinly mating good  in  that respect. 
"Mr. Jones." said the professor re- 
provingly, "you misspelled most of the 
words in your composition." "Yes sir." 
replied Jones. "You see I'm going to 
be a dialect writer." 
According to Greek mythology, the 
god Dionysus and the animals, goat 
and bull, are connected in some re- 
mote instance. Perhaps that explains 
why an inebriate invariably throws 
the bull and inevitably makes a goat 
of himself. 
HARVARD^ SCORE 
Results of the Harvard-Bates game 
will be available at the STUDENT of- 
fice Saturday afternoon. The standings 
will be telegraphed at the end of each 
quarter. 
Though last June brought an end to 
the regular activities of the school 
vear. it did not, however, curtail those 
of the Outing Club. In fact a few days 
after Commencement three students 
and one professor undertook the job 
of scouting and blazing the last un- 
completed section of the Appalachian 
Trail, a footpath that starts from Mt. 
Oglethorpe near Atlanta, Georgia and 
finishes at the summit of Mt. Katah- 
din in Maine, a distance of two thou- 
sand fifty miles. 
Composing this group of trail blaz- 
ers from Bates were Prof. William H. 
Sawyer, Jr.; Samuel Fuller '35, Presi- 
dent of the Club; Harold Bailey '36, 
Secretary; and Edward Aidrich '35. 
For a week they trudged over 
mountains, slept on the ground and in 
lumber camps, carried heavy packs 
and battled in vain the black flies and 
mosquitoes which were exceptionally 
thick this year. The route took them 
over one of the thickest and most 
desolate sections of the Maine woods. 
Starting on the Andover-Upton 
highway near Old Spec Mountain, the 
party worked east to "C" Pond at 
the edge of which they struggled up 
the steep slope of a rocky bluff to an 
elevation of eleven hundred feet 
above the pond. The variety of scenes 
from this high rocky mass was end- 
less. So dense is the scrub brush and 
blow-down covering the sides of it 
that it is believed the Bates group of 
hikers was the first of its size to ever 
reach the top. Individual fire or 
game wardens have been there only 
once or twice. 
After "C" Pond had been left be- 
hind the group continued on to the 
lower end of Richardson Lake, still 
leaving huge marks behind them on 
the tree trunks. From here the party 
followed up a tote road that was l>e- 
ing used for two miles. Again they 
plunged into the thick forest and 
skirted what was thought to be Ele- 
phant Mountain. Here the party met 
their hardest traveling, having many 
times to crawl on hands and knees 
or walk on the trunks of blown-down 
trees at a speed less than one mile 
per hour. Animal life was not in evi- 
dence in this section as it was in 
other places. Also, a later check-up 
by Dr. Sawyer and a game warden 
showed that this mountain was not 
Elephant Mountain nor was it marked 
on the map. This find is to be re- 
ported to  the  state. 
At   the  end  of  the   v 
hikers   finished   their j 
blazing   on   the   Basl .'.^i 
Pond, a few miles south 
Hang, 
dleback Mountain where 
ley  Lakes, and at the bi 
Trail starts in again. 
Whenever possible .. mar. 
out the route over old 
ging roads.   Much pulp  ., 
cut in this section, and • 
eral   times   ate   and 
lumber   camps   which     • abJj* 
seventy-five    men.     The 
ered was poorly mapp. 
inaccurate   bluepriir 
logging  roads  was   I 
During exam  time  I 
Dr.   Sawyer   received 
from  Myron  H.' Avery 
States  Shipping  Board 
of the board of directors 
> an 
I the 
lachian Trail Conferem- 
communication was an i 
the   Bates  Outing  Club 
scout this last section i, 
ished trail, and at a sp< i 
of the Board of Director* 
ing Club plans were mi 
party decided on who v.. 
the  trip. 
The second outdoor trip 
sored   by   the  Outing  Club 
mer took place from So;. 
Sth.     During   this   period 
headed  by  Samuel  Full, 
Mt. Washington and Mori 
Baldface  Mountains. 
Fuller    and    Randall    W 
pitched the first camp 
in Pink-ham Xotch and on 
unfin- 
■   *pon- 
- ■•lira- 
•">tli to 
men 
imbed 
- South 
•r   '36 
PI 
ing  day   were  joined   by 
Anselo the group, consisting ol 
Bej'tocci,   Theodore    Berto 
Morin  '37,  and   Everett   F 
That night the whole gro 
near   the Passaconawuy 
Chocorua. 
Thursday,  September 6t:. 
climbed   Mt.   Washington 
Tuckerman's   Ravine   and 
over the Lion's Head Trai 
day the group climbed over X 
South  Baldface Mountains 
A.  M.  C.  Circle Trail  as  a 
it rained the last day. tie   | 
broke camp.      « 
e party 
: 
Humor   has   gone   to   all 
trouble   on   this  continent  i 
strate that few things can bi   laughed 
out  of  existence.—Thomas  I 
Hhe Quick Reference Book? 
of Information on All Subjects 
Webster's Collegiate 
In e Best Abridged Dictionary 
Ct 7}le/vuam-li}e6ste^ 
The volume is convenient for quick referen. 
work, and altogether the best dictionary ft 
desk work of which I know."—rnicell Stetcor 
Dept. of English, University of Texas. 
Presidents and Department Heads of leading 
Universities   agree   with   this   opinion. 
The Largest of the Merriam'JTebster 
Abridgments 
10*1,000 entries, including hundreds   of new 
words with delinitions. spellings, and correct 
u*e-.aGiizetteer;aBioaraphieal Dictionary; 
Foreign  Wordf) mid Phrases; Abbrevi'i- 
liims;   Punctuation,   Cse   of   Capitals. 
Many other features of practical value. 
1.26S pages. 1.700 illustrations. 
See It At Your Colleie Bookstore   /j 
or Write for Information to the 
Publishers. 
G. & C. Merriam Co., 
SpringficM,  Ma...-. 
WhiteBurley 
—the best tobacco 
forsmoking 
in a pipe 
Rough Cut 
—cut the right way 
to smoke cool 
and last longer 
•Oilman's Process 
—adds to the fragrance 
and makes it act 
right in the pipe 
ommon-sense 
package 
-keeps tobacco fash 
hand/ to carry-104 
the pipe tobacco thatsMILD 
the pipe tobacco that's COOL 
) 1934. LIGGITT & MVMJ TOBACCO CO, 
35 
gegistration 
Stays High 
,..] ,.•- 863 Btudenta  have  registered 
i1'" in «   term   which  opened 
*'■ w        and III'* list, as auiiounced Mou- 
. larger student body than a 
ila;- ■ v   few   more  students   are   ex- 
yr this week, while the list 
special students. Last year 
... students listed  in the Hates 
,;:il rei-'istration. 212 students 
. ol the enteritis elass. Thirty- 
i.ii  who are residents of  Lew- 
|lir'' ,  ,i Auburn and  there are !I7  IIH-IU- 
. - who live ill Maine. 
ibical     division     for     other 
Maine  includes G*> freshmen 
I uaettSi   1-1   from   Connecticut. 
.   Hampshire, three from Rhode 
from   New   York.   live   from 
and   one each   from   Indiana, 
V" Virginia,   and   North   Caro- 
:    Kerkhof of Berlin. Germany. Una. ' 
I 
... c I II 
■ 
M   . 
Ctrl x' 
l 
burn- 
Bat 
. 
; 
w 
i 
-,i of being the Bates l'resliiuan 
the  longest   distance  to come 
She is an exchange student. 
M; women in the entering class 
to   l-'>   men. 
nan class is as follows: 
Kalpb   Hughes,   Norway;   Ald- 
Brundage,    lielniont.    Mass; 
Uarlefl Robert, Augusta; Allen, 
...    Mass.:    Amreiii,    Harold 
:..   Conn.;   Ault,  Jane  Boweu. 
itailey,   Frederick   Clinton,   Au- 
\Iar.v Madclene, Bar Harbor; 
i, s" Willis, Lewiston; Bartlett, 
Norway; Bennett, Margaret 
r,inland; Berkeley. Kdinund 
.„. Mass.; Bertraud, Aloysius 
I'raftOD, Mass.; Beverage, Kd- 
.lield. North Haven, Me.; Bick- 
[rene,  Auburn; Borne,   Hazel 
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Mass.;  Bowditch.  Ruth  Ab 
Boyle,   John   Allen,   Dover- 
Win u if red   l'aruell.   Nor- 
y,,-. Cornelia Barbara. Hreitmoaer, 
Urouillard,      Robert      Ernest, 
Mass.;     Buchanan,     Arthur 
KS cheater,    N.    H.;    Bitmap, 
■    : I. .   Shelbume    falls.   Mass.; 
,-  Joan Klizahoth. North Waldo- 
Edna  M     Auburn;  Caster- 
tirabam, Maiden. Mass. 
- ron    Washington.    Jr..    South 
llamas,  Solomon   David.   Kezar 
,amberlaln.     Lois.     Waterbury, 
Col 
Colby,    Kinaldo    Jackson, 
Warren   Sylvester.   Gray ; 
Robert    Merrow.   Auburn;   Cum- 
,:h;ir S., Auburn; Curtis,  Burton 
,-doinham; Cutten, William King, 
; Pa..     Dale.     Mary     Kll/abc, h. 
]'. Mass.;   Daniels.   Norman   Keith, 
This week we extend a special wel- 
come to the class of '38. By this 
time through the medium of the 
SlK.rtla.id Tour, the Handbook, and 
the W. A. A. blotters, you ought to be 
well  acquainted   with   the   many   line 
w  rt,ASvand     good     titnes     Which vv. A. A. has to offer you. 
Next week fall activities start. The 
usual choice of sports is offered: 
Archery, hockey, and tennis. Riding is 
offered for juniors and seniors only. 
Besides the regular hours of physi- 
cal education, an elective period is 
offered each week in the major sports 
department. 85% attendance at this 
period is required if one wishes to be 
eligible for membership on the Garnet 
and Black teams. At the end of each 
season, after the class games are 
over, the big Garnet and Black game 
is played. These teams are made up 
of the best players from all classes. 
Attendance at the A. A. practices is 
one of the requirements if one wishes 
to win one of the awards. W. A. A. 
periods come at the following times: 
Juniors—Monday 4:30; Sophomores, 
Tuesday. 4:30; and Freshmen, Thurs- 
day, 4:30. W. A. A. hopes that a large 
number of Freshmen especially will 
turn out for these practices. 
The annual Sportland Tour was 
held Thursday afternoon. September 
27. The Freshmen were divided into 
three groups and were- taken on a 
tour of inspection to the following 
places: Tennis Town, A r c h e ry 
Heights, Hockey Haven. Riders' Ridge, 
and ended up at the Woman's Locker 
Building which was Skit Center. After 
a clever skit had been presented, re- 
freshments were served. Members of 
the upper classes demonstrated the 
various sports. Ethel Oliver, '35 was in 
charge. 
Large Number of Freshmen 
Turnou^For Fall Sports 
Material Looks Promuing-Coache* 
txpect Good Seaton 
BOBKITTENS OUT 
An enthusiastic, more than average 
sized squad met Coach Buck Spinkafn 
their first workout Monday aUernoon. 
Hie dlternoons work consisted 0r 
Umbering up exercises and acting in 
a dummy scrimmage with the varsity 
The schedule contains two games—^ 
one with Kent's Hill and the other 
with M. C. I. The purpose of freshman 
luotball lies not in playing many foot- 
ball games but getting the principles 
oi blocking and tackling and absorbing 
as much of Coach Morey's style as pos- 
sible during their workouts with the 
varsity. 
While nothing is known of any in- 
divulua player as yet, nevertheless the 
squad shapes up as a willing and agres- 
sive one and with Coach Spink's train- 
ing should be of great help to the var- 
sity in the next three years. 
FRESHMAN CROSS-COUNTRY 
A larger squad than usual answered 
Coach Thompson's call for freshman 
cross-country, numbering in all about 
25. Although nothing is known con- 
cerning the members of this squad as 
to their past records in this event, it 
seems that a strong team will repre- 
sent Bates against high and prep 
.school opponents. 
The first meet is scheduled to take 
place October 10, when the Frosh" har- 
riers will face Rridgton Academy. The 
rest of the schedule, at the present 
time, is incomplete, but Coach Thomp- 
son plans to have about one race a 
week for five weeks. The team will 
meet opponents such as Mechanic 
Falls, Hebron. Farmington and Lisbon 
Falls. 
,I,lard.   Dover-Koxcroft:    Dow-nes. 
Vilmarj   Baton,  Waterbury.  Conn:   Doyle, 
ir  l'.nwell.  \ (inkers.  N.  \..   ''"" 
Turner.   Auburn:   Eaton.   Max 
inurow .. I ham. .Mass.; Esgleton, Charles 
i . rbury. Conn. 
•„.■■       [Catherine     Mary.     Newtonvllle, 
Mi-      Fisher,   William   Melville.   Mexico: 
i iMward.    Framlngham,   Mas 
cord. Mass.: Howard, Edward Henry. Med- 
ford,      Mass.:      Hoyt.      Walter      Remlck, 
Belmont.  Mass.:   Hurley.  Anna   May.   Lewis 
ton;   Hutchinson,   Allen   Cballln   Jr..   East 
Orange, v .1. 
Hutchinson. John William. Melhuen. 
Mass.; in^ersoll. Francis Johnson, Milton. 
Mass.: -lack. Craee. Lisbon Falls; .faeiibois. 
Frances Ann. Auburn: Janseii. Marjorie 
Caroline. Stamford. Conn.; Jones. Evelyn 
llv.tta. Lisbon Falls: Jones. Marion Rath. 
Weston, Mass. : -Tones. I'riscilla Ablen. Bel 
mont, Mass.: Jones, Roger Milliken. Old 
Orchard; Kadjperooni, Elizabeth Alice. 
I.ewiston: Keane, Alberta, Hartford. Conn.: 
Keek. Winston Bailey. Shrewsbury. Mass.: 
Kennedy. Dorothy Eileen, Manchester. N. 
H.: Keiinev. John Andrew. Jr.. Montclair, 
X. J.: Kerkhof. Hildegarde. Berlin. Ger- 
many;    Kerr.     Hortense    Fllinaii.    Swump- 
seoti.    Mass :     King,    Omar     Kay.    Batl 
Knottier.   L'velyn   Liua.   Manchester,   X.   H. 
I.ainjr. Hena Marjorie. Welleslev Hill.. 
Mass.; Laiiiontairno. Gil Iron Michael, San 
lord : Lawrence. Mary Evans, l'rovidence. 
H. I.: Leard, John Earnshaw, West Kox- 
bury. Mass.: I.eard. Samuel Earnshaw. 
West Roxbury, Mass.: Lindsay. Gordon 
Lockwood. North lionmonth; Linehaii. 
Joseph David. Waterbury. Conn.: Lovely, 
David Kincaid. South Portland: I.ovett. 
Marjorie Abbott. I.ewiston: Ma, limes. 
Hilda Marion. Mauliasset. N. Y : MaeKen 
z.io. ltiith Marion. Bridgeport, Conn.: Mal- 
loy.   John  Joseph.   Chelsea.   Mass.:   March, 
Margaret Denning, Lewiston; Martin, 
Eleanor, Berlin,  X. H. 
Maskwa, Joseph Paul, Portsmouth. X. 
H.: Maurer. Erie Wirkler, New Haven. 
Lonii.: Mazzarella. Carl Joseph, Westerly, 
K. I.; McDonald. Samuel James Jr.. Bos- 
ton. Mass.: McDouoush. Michael Joseph 
Ir. Lewiston; McKeen. Kalph Edwin. 
Fryeburg: McKinney, Mary. Berlin. N. H.: 
Met*. Mary Rosalind, Dexter: Miller. Ida 
Al/.ada. Wilton; Minor. Doris Martha. 
Hamden. Conn.; Montgomery, Rath, Hud- 
son, X. H.: Morin, George Frederick. Lee. 
Mass.: Moultoii. Ormon Wilhelin. South 
Portland: Nelly. Alice Caroline. .Nashua. 
X. 11.: .Nelson, Wesley Paine, Wilton; 
-North. Aleta Ethel. Old Orchard; North. 
Charles   Fleming.   Old   Orchard. 
Oakes. Cranville. Wallace. Portland: 
O'Connell. Oonrgr Bernard Jr.. Lewiston: 
Orboion, Virginia Eleanor. Bangor: Pack- 
ard. Martha Bisbce. Augusta: Partridge. 
Donald Barrows. Jr.. Norway: Patterson. 
Mansfield Beals. Somerville, Mass ; Pecbey. 
Lionel Albert. Auburn: Perkins. Richard 
W.. Tauiitnn. Mass.: Perry. Norman Don- 
ald. New York. N. Y.: Pickering. Herbert 
Raymond, Jr.. Swampseott. Mass : Pills- 
bury. Donald Dutton. Llmington; Piper. 
Benjamin Young. Beading. Mass.; Preble. 
ltiith Hendall. Auburn; Preston. Richard 
Aiw-ood. Beverly. Mass.; Purkis. Eleanor 
Louise.  Bockfield. 
Purinton. Preston Roy. W'i-st Bowdoin: 
ijuimby. Elizabeth Coffin. Ashbiirnliani; 
Qnlnn, Charles William Jr.. Everett. Mass.: 
Bawlings. Harold Hamilton. Birds Nest. 
Ya.: Reed, Fr.il Burton. Milton. Mass.: 
Bice. Charles Parkiiian. Tilton. X. Y : Rice. 
Ella Elizabeth. Waterford:  Richards. Wil 
liam Howard. Auburn: Richardson, Kath- 
leen Morton. South Paris; Itiggs. Ray 
Oliver. Curtis Corner; Rivard. Jeanne, 
Lewiston; Rogoaa, Louis. Lynn. Mass.: SI. 
Clair, Horace Richard. Laeouia. X. II.: 
Sawyer. Clark Jefferson. Wakefield. Mass.: 
Sawyer, Ethel Augusta. Providence. R. I.: 
Sawyer. Elizabeth. North Weare. N. H.: 
Sccokts, Ehlert William, South Lincoln. 
Mass. 
Seedinan. Butler John. Hartford. Conn.: 
Seferlia, Christoa Nicholas, sprlngvale: 
Sinclair. Lloyd Kmiella. Stratton: Bkelton. 
John Kimbail. Bath: Small. N'.-drn Record, 
KeniK'bunk : Smith. John Joseph. Lancas- 
ter. N. II.: Smyth. Charles Waylanil. Hud- 
son, Mass.: Sneider, Chester Homer. East 
Milton. Mass.; Snow. Constance Carver. 
Rockland: Boearides. Christos, Brockton. 
Mass.: Stewart. Paul Kenvon. Portland; 
Swan. Emery Frederick. W,lbsley Hills. 
Mass.: Thornton. Frederick Joseph. Lewis 
ton: Turgeon, Maurice Joseph, Lewiston. 
Turner. Pauline Rossi,'. Auburn : Van- 
nah. Mary Alice. East Boothbay: Wake- 
licld. Charles William. North Attleboro 
Mass.: Walsh. Eleanor Mary. Auburn: Wal- 
ton, Evelyn. Wayne: Waterhouse. Ruth. 
Dexter: Watkiiis, James W'nrrcn. Boston. 
Mass.: Wetirwein. Edward Rudolph. Au- 
burn:   Welch.   Margaret   Elinor.   Franklin. 
CLASS OF 
'34 
The graduates of the class of '31 
seem to be doing very well as far as 
we have been able to learn. Of course, 
it is rather early to know where every- 
one is and what he is doing but the 
following students have been located 
with some degree of authenticity. 
Continuing in their studies are 
James Balano. Harvard Business; 
Bernard Drew, Boston University; 
Clyde Holbrook, Rochester-Colgate 
Theological: Julius Lombardi and 
Donald Smith, University of Chicago: 
Helen Goodwin, Newton Theological; 
F.ileen Soper, Columbia; Almus Thorp 
and Charles Whipple. Cambridge Theo- 
N. II. 
Mass. 
N. H. 
Ma: 
Welsch. Marion  Estella. Marblehea.l. 
Whitak.r,   Arh-ne   Ruth.   Conway. 
Whitcoinb. Willard Hall. Somerville. 
White.     John     Wellmau.    Auburn: 
TOUte, Marjorie Gladys, Lewiston. 
Williams, Gordon Lewis. Fraiiiingham, 
Mass.: Wilson. Valentine Balnlng, South- 
bridge. Mass.: Windsor, George Henry. 
Greensboro, N. c.: wing. Glenya Blise. 
North Alison: Wnilk. Edward Joseph, New- 
Britain. Conn.; Wolfe, .lane Miller. Mil 
ford. Mass.: Wood. Helen Estelle. Lowell. 
Mass.: Worden. Annie Mae. New- Glooces 
ter: Wright. Louis,' Statira. Auburn: 
Wright.  Margott  Webb, Newton, Mass. 
lav.   Cranford;   N.   ,T.:   Gauvreao,   Anttt 
1,'ni-     Lewiston;   Ciles.   Weston  Warner. 
,.     Mass.:     Goodwin.     Constance 
Uristo),   NV   H.:   -1 oodwin.    Ralph 
. .    s,   j7.   Auburn:   (■orman.   Rober 
Wil«on.    Berlin.    Mass.:    Gould.     Ri.bard 
Hal     Farmington;     Orovanazzi.     George 
F«4\nai      Greenfield. Mass. 
VUraWom. Albin Rand. Brooklyn. N. Y.. 
UnmWn.  B Alfreda.   C.orbam.    X.   II.: 
Ha ii. i-„ in.   Caroline.    Sanford:    Harms. 
I     ■' - i:    .'.Vstfield. N. J.: Harvey. Robert 
I.T.-IW   I  Aiston:   Hatch,   Helen   Geneva, 
Hathaway. Edward Wlnslow, 
Monlrlsli     ,   J.;  Haushill.  Nancy  M^arion. 
I.i'i- laves.   Marion Janet.  Norw 1. 
v.  Dennis Joseph Jr.. I.exing- 
Helsher. Arthur Richard. Con 
Single or Double Heated 
Front Room 
Heated Garage — Sabattua St. 
Inquire at 
RICHARD CLOTHES, 39 LISBON ST. 
Victor News 
Company 
46 Ash Street Lewiston 
"Complete Banking Service" 
Lewiston Trust Company 
LEWISTON, MAINE 
We Solicit the Business of Bates Students 
SMART CL.6THING 
HATS SHOES 
FURNISHINGS 
For College Men with 
Smart Ideas 
Cobb-Watson Co. 
Auburn, Maine 
BRING YOUR FILMS TO 
US FOR DEVELOPING 
AND FINISHING 
24 Hour Service 
The Quality Shop 
3 Minutes from Campus 
TELEPHONE 1817-W 
DEWITT 
BEAUTY 
SHOP 
Frederick and Bonat 
PERMANENT WAVES $6 - $10 
ZOTOS Machineless 
Waving $10 
Other Permanents    -   -    -    $5 - $10 
Finger Waves        50c 
TELEPHONE 3614 
logical; Marceline Conley. Verna 
Geddes. and Luclenne Blanehard. 
Simmons; Herbert Sprince, John 
Hanley, and Sunnier Raymond, Har- 
vard; and Gene Ashton and Arthur 
Anirien  are  in  Union  Theological. 
Some of those fortunate individuals 
who obtained teaching positions are 
Verna Brackett. Newport. X. H.; Alex 
McNutt. in Connecticut: Martha Har- 
ris. Bridgton, Maine: Horace Turner. 
Connecticut; Dorothy Neilson. Sebago. 
Maine; Betty Wilson, Bowdolnham. 
Maine; Ruth Rounds, Bridgton. 
Maine; Norman Demarco. Connecti- 
cut: Pauline Jones, Westbrook Sem- 
inary: Albert Oliver. Andover. N. H.; 
Marjorie Reid, Lisbon Falls. Maine; 
Harold Smith. Connecticut: Miriam 
Wheeler, Auburn. Maine; Marjorie 
Bennett, and Dot McAlister. 
Others     who     are     employed     are 
Wendell May. Lewiston hank;  Isidore 
Morey To Speak At 
Boston Men's Club 
Coach David Morey will be the 
principal speaker at a dinner of the 
Boston Bates Mens' Club, to be held 
at the University Club on Friday 
evening, October 5th, the night be- 
fore the Harvard game. Frank 
Bridges, '21, president of the Club, 
will preside. It is hoped that 
Sylvester Carter, '34 will sing at the 
gathering. The Boston Alumni are 
to have a special section at the 
game  on  Saturday. 
Arik. newspaper work in Laconia, 
N. H.; Stanley McCleod. Bernard 
Loonier. Spencer Furbush. Belling in- 
surance; Charlotte Moody, governess 
to children of Professor Bushman, 
formerly of Bates.  
Compliments of 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
LEWISTON AUBURN 
R\X7     r^T    ADF    Registered Druggut 
•       VV  .      V> J_-/iV I\ IV     Pure   Drugs   and  Medicines 
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY 
Corner Bates and Main Streets LEWISTON,   MAINE 
MERRILL & WERRER 
COMPANY 
PRINTERS - BOOKBINDERS 
95-99 Main Street       AUBURN, ME. 
Maine  Athletic 
Supply Co. 
226 MAIN STREET 
Next to Strand Theatre 
Golf,   Tennis,   Track 
and Baseball 
TELEPHONE 3732 
JAMES P.  MURPHY CO. 
INC. 
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS 
Lewiston   Monumental   Works 
6-10 BATES STREET LEWISTON 
TELEPHONE 4634-R 
COLLEGE 
PHARMACY 
Where The Bobcats Meet 
LUNCHEONETTE 
AND 
FOUNTAIN SERVICE 
PRESCRIPTIONS COMPOUNDED 
Telephone 3694 
College and Sabattus Streets 
We can show you a varied 
selection of 
PRIZE CUPS, FOUNTAIN 
PENS, LADIES' SILK 
UMBRELLAS AND LEATHER 
* HAND BAGS 
LEATHER BILL FOLDS 
BOOK ENDS, CLOCKS 
Barnstone - Osgood 
JEWELERS 
LEWISTON,   -    MAINE 
We carry a large assortment 
of- 
Men's Gladstone Bags 
Ladies' Fitted and 
Unfitted Cases 
Men's Billfolds and 
Small  Leather  Goods 
Fogg's Leather Store 
123 MAIN STREET        LEWISTON 
"3 JJateS Crabition' 
SA Y IT WITH ICE CREAM 
George A. Ross 
ELM STREET 
B.lc, 1904 
I LE 
VI ESSAGER 
Job Printers 
Publishers 
225 LISBON STREET 
THE BLUE LINE 
LEWISTON - RUMFORD - FARMINGTON 
I-v. LEWISTON 
1:46 A. M., 1:00 P. M- 6:00 P. M. 
•v. RUMrORD 
7:36 A. M.. 12:50 P. M.. 4:00 P. M. 
Lv. FARMINGTON 
7:30 A. M..  12:45 P. M.. 4:45 P. M. 
BUY YOUR SUITS AND 
TOPCOATS AT 
Richard 
Clothes 
SUITS 
$18-50 
Topcoats 
$15.oo 
Richard Clothes 
39 LISBON STREET 
John Laverdiere 
J. E. LaFlamme 
PHOTOGRAPHER 
VISIT THE NEW 
STUDIO AT 
135 MAIN STREET 
Lewiston 
TELEPHONE 2134 
, 
<' 
Copyright 1934. The American Tobacco Company. 
"It's toasted" 
/ Your throat protection—against irritation—against cough 
uo round, so firm, so fully packed— 
Luckies are made of only the clean cen- 
ter leaves—these are the mildest leaves 
— they cost more —they taste better. 
■ 
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FIFTEEN MEN REPORT TO COACH BATES DEFEATS ARNOLD 
FOR CROSSCOUNTRY PRACTICE 
More Expected To Join Within Few Days — Small 
Group of Last Year's Runners Available 
To Try New Course 
By BOB SA UNDERS 
The sun looks a little brighter as we 
once again pick up the pen and look 
over Bates athletics. A powerful and 
snappy eleven looms as a real threat 
to take another state series. Tony 
Kishon, the sensational freshman 
weightman of last year, came back ten 
pounds heavier and showing consider- 
able improvement in the events in 
which he set Bates records last year. 
Tony has been consistently getting the 
sixteen pound hammer out beyond 170 
feet (Don Favor won the nationals at 
Milwaukee with less than 171), the 
discus beyond 150 and the shot over 
47. With Archie Teabody nearing the 
150 mark, with Bob Amicetti in the 
hammer, and Larry Johnson having a 
mark of 184 feet, about 5 feet short of 
the world's record, Bates will have a 
quartet of hammer throwers second to 
none in the country. 
Lou Meagher, pole vaulting ace 
who was the center of the MITFA 
row last spring, came back to find 
another stellar vaulter in our midst. 
Charles Cook, 190 pound football and 
track star from Worcester Academy 
and Dartmouth entered as a freshman. 
He has a vault of 12 ft. 5 in. to his 
credit, and next year he and Meagher 
should outsoar any vaulters among 
Bates competitors. 
Football spectators can be as- 
sured that the new Bates uni- 
forms are absolutely the 
flashiest ever sported by any 
eleven, any time in Maine. The 
Harvard suits we understand 
are considerably brighter this 
year with white facings. B. U., 
by the way, is planning on scar- 
let jerseys and gold pants, the 
Bates combination, which is apt 
to complicate matters a bit 
when the charges of Pat Hanley 
invade Garcelon Field. 
The only Bates casualty of the 
opening game was Charlie Pen- 
dleton who started at right end 
in the absence of Verdelle 
Clark. Charlie was taken out 
in the last period with a broken 
nose and most likely will not see 
action at Cambridge. 
The cross-country course has been 
changed from five to four miles. The 
new course will eliminate the famous 
Pole Hill, the Nemesis of many a 
cross-country aspirant in former years. 
We deeply regret the passing 
away of Harry Gordon, a victim 
of meningitis. The rugged 170 
pound Lynn athlete played 
guard on last year's yearling 
football team and goalie on the 
freshman hockey team. Harry 
was also a tennis manager and 
the willingness with which he 
gave his services to Bates ath- 
letics  would   have  made   him   a 
Fifteen aspirants reported to Coach 
Ray Thompson last week for the first 
cross country practice. At least five 
more are scheduled to report this 
week. The shortening of the course 
from five to four miles and the elimi- 
nating of that old landmark, Pole 
Hill, from the course has caused many 
favorable   comments   by   members   of 
13-6 TO OPEN SEASON 
valuable man in any school. 
Jack Crockett, promising quar- 
ter-miler, also suffered an attack 
of infantile paralysis but is re- 
covering. His loss to the mile 
relay team this year will be 
sorely felt. His tremendously 
long stride and exceptional en- 
durance promised to make him 
an  outstanding  runner. 
The U. of Maine lost a heartbreaker 
to Rhode Island last Saturday. Four 
threats were repulsed. Evidently Mac- 
Bride's absence was felt. Gadwinski 
scored twice and Rancourt once as 
Colby downed a strong Coast Guard 
team, 19—13. The idle Bowdoin team 
invaded Garcelon field to see the 
Bobcats in action. 
THREE ROUSING CHEERS 
— FOR — 
CHAPEL  HILL 
CLOTHES 
Authenic College Men's Styles 
at Reasonable Prices 
Make this store your goal for it is the only store in 
town where these new college clothes can be had. 
the squad. 
From all indications. Bates snouui 
have a fairly successful season, only 
Captain Robert Butler, Steve Seme- 
taukis and Suraner Raymond have 
been lost via the graduation route 
Captain Carl Drake, Ed Winston, 
and Ted Hammond are the only avail- 
able veterans. Day Stetson, another 
veteran, is scheduled to report this 
week. Don Malloy. brilliant distance 
runner, has failed to return to school. 
Paul Tubbs. who was ill last fall, 
looms up as the best individual man 
Tubbs will be extremely hard to beat 
over the four mile course. 
The loss of Jack Crockett -3G due to 
illness, is a damaging blow. Jack is 
confined to his home on Main Street 
with infantile paralysis. He was re- 
garded as one of the most promising 
men on the squad. Bob Saunders, star 
miler, is another aspirant. If four 
miles is not long for him. Saunders 
should be up with the leaders. From 
the yearling squad of last year Art 
Danielson seems to be the best bet. 
Complete list of candidates to date: 
Captain Carl Drake. Ed Winston, Ted 
Hammond. Frank Pendleton, Bob 
Saunders, Paul Tubbs, Art Danielson, 
Damon Stetson, Pete Duncan, Tracy 
Chandler, Howie Norman, Norm 
Kemp, Bob Rowe, George Chamber- 
lin, and Warren Crockwell. 
First Time in Four Years Arnold Has 
Scored on Bates - Wellman Collects 
All Bates' Points on Wet Field 
Bates opened its 1934 football cam- 
paign last Saturday at Garcelon field. 
i,v downing Arnold Co lege 13-6. on 
•, wet muddy field. It was the first 
Umelii Tour years that the New Haven 
gymnasts have penetrated the Bates 
goal-line. In the second 2«**»E£«_J 
tossed a 30 yard pass to Lotkeiy, 
Arnold right end, who sprinted 35 
yards more unmolested for the Arnold 
score. . t_ 
All the Bates points were scored by 
Ted Wellman, hard-running back wiio 
swept around right end for 15 yards 
and 11 yards for two touchdowns and 
converted the extra point after the 
second   touchdown   by   again   turning 
the right end. 
In the opening period Bates drove 
54 yards through the Arnold team for 
their first touchdown. Taking the ball 
Arnold 45 yard Bne. Alter 
had Picked up three n,ore Pa g ^ ^ 
off-tackle for 14 yai ^ 
29    yard    line     Aron ,ost 
McCluskey   ^ J^TweUmar, was 
two around left endan ^^ 
stopped.     Then     » down 
through guard for the tttira next 
on  the  15  yard  l'"e » lU  °, t0 score 
p,ay swept around right end  t _ 
standing up. Stone s KICK 
The Driend-Lockery pass came in t 
second quarter to tie the score  ApaM 
to Lockery for the extra point failed. 
In the third quarter Mendall re- 
covered "a fumbled Arnold lateral on 
their 22 yard line. Wellman picked up 
a yard and Paige pounded off leu 
tackle for 5 more. Then Paige made l 
first down on the 11 yard line and 
Wellman again turned right end to 
score. He made the extra point Dy 
stenoing around right end unmolested. 
The two tackles, Stone and Stoddard 
and Mendall at left end. were out- 
standing. Among the backs Wellman a 
running and tackling stood out While 
Paige also did some  fine playing. 
Harry Keller, 145 pound sprinter 
showed great promise although lie had 
difficulty handling the ball and had 
his speed handicapped on the wet field 
Purinton also showed sonn- | 
Ding. Bates 
First  downs Q 
(Jain by rushing IT" 
Forward passes attempted 2 
Forward passes completed n 
Forward passes Intercepted :: 
Gain by forward passes [i 
Average punts J7.5 
Yards lost   by  penally 83 
ARNOLD 
Manir i Prate), I.e. 
is. Anderson, it.,       r.t.. 
1 
.'- 
13 
1 
-:i 
,VATKs 
Stonp    i 
Tamashumas  (C._Anderson),  ;_       aru«i 
Puller (Hoi  
Maher   (Lewis,  Thompson!. ,. ""ant 
ft, LondhoU 
Hanas   (Snlila).  r.g  
Adams   (Kuhner).   r.t. 
Lockery,  r.e       it. Men 
Janeiida.  q.b. "H\ 
q.li.. Manning (Valli 
Driend, Lh.b. 
Ilaeseho  (Sieger) 
r.li.li..  Pi ..""in. 
r.h.li. 
Lh.b.. 
Sblpke, Mi f.b.  MeCl 
Periods: 1       2 
Arnold         0       i; 
Hales     >:       0 
Touchdowns—Wellman 2,  I 
afler touchdown—Wellman (rn 
■ Wat* 
■ 
i', *H 
Rel. feree—Paul   Fraser.   Colby. ,   • 
HcDonougb, .Maine.   Head Hi IT:,* 
Good, Colby.   Time -Four   ; 
FALL CLOTHES FOR THE DISCRIMINATING CO-ED 
Styles Direct from New York      Special Discount to Bates Students 
CHARGE ACCOUNT SERVICE 
,09,. - L.SBON ST. CORTELL'S LEW.STON 
i 
Our 4th Big Season 
Is Undenv. 
Bring your co-ed to our    >ecta] 
Sunday-nite sup, i 
The Fireside Tea l-oom 
Telephone 4022 
17 Davis Street ,:... 
Visit Our New Shoe Department 
Shoes Priced from $4.50 to $8.50 
EVERYTHING IN SPORTSWEAR 
:••■•■ 
Ohesterficlds are milder 
Chesterfields taste better 
BILL 
THE BARBER 
FOR 
EDS AND CO-EDS 
CHASE HALL 
COME TO 
TURGEON'S 
FOR YOUR 
Jewelry and Watch 
Repairs 
Thm only prrsona/ly conducted jewelry 
bueinmms for forty years under the aamm 
management and ownmrmhip in thm city. 
Geo. V. Turgeon & Co. 
80 Lisbon Street Lewiston 
SIGN 
"BIG CHIME CLOCK" 
Judkins Laundry 
INC. 
193 MIDDLE STREET 
SHIRT WORK A 
SPECIALTY 
AGENT 
MILTON LINDHOLM, ,35 
CITIES 
SERVICE 
FOR BETTER 
OIL & GAS 
FRED C. McKENNEY 
Corner College and Sabattua Sts. 
WASHING and GREASING 
LEWISTON SHOE 
HOSPITAL 
7 SABATTUS STREET 
We Specialize in 
REPAIRING LOTUS SHOES 
Agent. FREDERICK PETKE. ■!« 
DOWNING'S 
CANDY STORE 
W« Make Our Own Ice Cream 
63 COURT STREET AUBURN 
A. G. SPALDING 
Football 
Basketball 
Track 
Supplies 
GUNS -        RIFLES 
WINCHESTER 
AMMUNITION 
Equipment For All Hunters 
G. R. Hunnewell Fur Co. 
57 Court Street Auburn 
Telipbmw 2396 
Ripe home-grown tobaccos 
■ 
[.-;?-■ 
We begin with the right 
kinds of mild ripe Domestic 
tobaccos. Then we age and 
mellow them like rare wines 
for flavor and taste. 
Aromatic Turkish tobaccos 
Next we add just the right 
kinds and the right amounts 
of Turkish tobaccos to give 
Chesterfield the "seasoning" 
that helps to make them taste 
better. 
CALL 
4040 
FOR REAL COURTEOUS 
TAXI SERVICE 
LEWISTON,    -   MAINE 
The College Store 
IS FOR 
Bates Students 
A COMPLETE LINE OF 
CLASS ROOM SUPPLIES ON 
SALE FOR YOUR 
CONVENIENCE 
DROP IN BETWEEN 
CLASSES 
Blended and cross-blended 
:■:•**„..• ;;*i    ■•■■-''     .**■::., "* ■''..■:■:■>:- 
Finally we "weld" these 
tobaccos together the Chest- 
erfield way—different from 
any other—to make Chester- 
field  a  milder  better-1 
eigarettc. 
■tasting 
: 
(Qtibax— 
MOM)AV WEDNESDAY 
ROSA 
PONSELLE 
NINO 
MARTINI 
SATURDAY 
GRETE 
STUECKGOLD 
KOSTELANETZ ORCHESTRA AND CHORUS 
9 P.M. (E.S.T.)—COLUMBIA NETWORK 
It takes good things to 
make good things       m.. there k no 
substitute for mild ripe tobacco 
i 19M. tiwwr & Mm* TMMtco Co. 
